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Brunes’ Star

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H
(1) FLU ERN SAC GUY NIL FAR SEG ICY CEL CUR SUN NAY LAG RIG IFS FEY
(2) O A E I P H N U C R D S L M B T

2nd Configuration

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F G
(1) E T P D N S A R L I H U C O B M
(2) EMS MIG NOM UMP LUG OUR EAU LIE ERN SIN NAG GOP SOL LAR RIP SAP

The PENTALPHA “Hit” graph.

The nodes can be filled in ELUCIDATOR order, i.e., E filled from L, L filled from U, etc.

Hit Graph for Brunes’ Pentalpha

Hit Graph for 2nd Pentalpha